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NASA announced on 9. November 2006, that the 
Cassini spacecraft has spotted an 8000 km wide 
hurricane-like storm locked at the South Pole of 
Saturn. The vortex has a dark ’eye’ along with eye-
wall clouds and spiral arms. The movie taken by 
Cassini’s camera indicates that the winds are blowing 
clockwise at about 560 km/h. The center of the 
vortex is relatively calm [1,2].  

The atmospheres of the planets rotate with the 
bodies of the planets, but not as rigid bodies. On the 
opposite side of a pole the direction of the motion of 
the air masses is opposite. Because of the wind-shear 
at a pole a vortex is building up, so the two air 
masses can roll along each-other on this vortex. 
Something similar appears in the terrestrial 
atmosphere as well (Antarctic vortex). Interestingly 
enough in the case of Venus a double-eyed vortex is 
present, as it was discovered by the Pioneer Venus 
probe [3] and proved recently by Venus Express [4]. 
One can wonder what might be the case on Mars and 
on the other giant planets. 

I suggest that on Saturn the South Polar Vortex 
(SPV) is locked onto the South Pole because of this 
strong wind shear around the pole.  The existence of 
many stormy clouds in the vicinity of the pole points 
to the strong upwelling motion in the hotter polar 
region. (It is hotter because of the high oblateness of 
Saturn in consequence of its quick rotation and 
because of its large internal heat.) The Galileo 
measurements demonstrated, that at Jupiter the 
atmospheric dynamics is driven by its internal heat 
source instead of solar insolation [5]. As Saturn is in 
larger distance from the Sun than Jupiter, 
consequently all the more we can suppose that the 
internal heat source plays a dominant role in the case 
of Saturn as well. And if the growing up of a vortex 
on Saturn happens similarly as it was demonstrated 
in the case of Jupiter by computer simulation and by 
the Galileo observations (eating up the smaller 
storms [6]) one can imagine that on Saturn the 
smaller storms around the South Polar Vortex spiral 
into the SPV to strengthen it.  

The fact, that the SPV is so clearly visible on 
Saturn can be in connection with its magnetic field. 
As the rotational and the magnetic axes of Saturn are 
aligned so closely, and the magnetic field of Saturn is 
so symmetric, the structure of the atmosphere and its 
motion is disturbed by the corpuscular heating 
always at the same, narrow latitudinal band (since the 
auroral oval does not change its position not even 
with respect to the rotational axis). Therefore the 
SPV is clearly visible. Perhaps at other giant planets 
– like Jupiter – because of the large asymmetry of 
their strong magnetic field and because of the tilted 
axes the motion of the atmosphere is much more 
disturbed and can not figure out such polar vortices 

so clearly. That can be the cause, why on Jupiter and 
on the other giant planets such polar vortices are 
much more difficult to reveal – if they exist at all. Of 
course the present summer season on  Saturn’s South 
Pole can play a significant role in that the vortex 
appears so strong and clearly visible now. The 
coming years will show the role of the seasonal 
variation in this respect. 
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